DYNAMIC SPACE
A new kitchen standard

A new kitchen should do one thing above all else:
Provide many years of enjoyment and satisfaction
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Contents
Your new kitchen should look good

Experience has shown that most

and be equipped with high-quality

people keep a kitchen for approx.

domestic appliances?

20 years. That’s why it pays to care-

Fortunately for everyone today’s

fully consider the needs and wants

kitchens can provide so much

that go into kitchen buying.

more than that.

After all, the kitchen is where we
spend a lot of our time and it should
be looked upon as a fun place, a place
where you want to be. And this is
exactly what Blum’s DYNAMIC SPACE
sets out to achieve.
The following pages will provide you
with

some

important

information

regarding how to go about selecting
your kitchen and some of the things
you may need to think about before
you buy.
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It’s all a question of what’s important to you

For many households, buying a

This comparison also raises other

kitchen is a major investment.

questions. What benchmarks would

Who knows the ins and
outs of DYNAMIC SPACE?

In cases like this where you have to

we apply to a car if, indeed, we drove

Blum has been working very hard

prioritise what is important to you,

it for such a long period of time and

transferring

many make the comparison of buying

had to get such intensive use out of it?

DYNAMIC SPACE to kitchen plan-

a kitchen to buying a car.

Are our expectations of a new kitchen

ners. Ask about DYNAMIC SPACE

its

knowledge

about

too low? If the answer is yes, what

and find out more about your own

Yet who keeps a car for 20 years?

are the things we need to be thinking

needs and desires – because how else

Because that is the average life span

about.

would you get that new kitchen custo-

of a kitchen. And who would spend

mised to your own personal needs?

one week per month in his car? Again

Of all the questions, the last one has

this is the projected period of time that

been on our minds at Blum for a long

a kitchen is used per month.

time, and we have been focusing our
energies on finding the right answers
to it.
The result: DYNAMIC SPACE –
a new kitchen standard.
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What is the purpose of DYNAMIC SPACE?
DYNAMIC SPACE helps to focus on

account during planning and furniture

It also helps to focus on what is im-

those aspects which experienced

equipment selection.

portant for you regarding your comfort
in the kitchen.

kitchen planners already take into

1.

Planning sufficient storage space
Over 60 % of all kitchen buyers realise too late that they need more storage space.
You can avoid this by using the Blum Zone Planner to determine how much storage
space you will need before kitchen planning begins.

2.

Planning in five kitchen zones
All well planned kitchens start out by first planning the individual kitchen work zones.
These include; consumables, non-consumables, cleaning, preparation and cooking
(in this order for right handed people).
Their position and arrangement are then customised to your personal requirements
and work flows.

3.

Avoiding shelves in lower cabinets
The positioning of shelves in lower cabinets is poor in ergonomic terms:
It makes it very difficult for you to find items since you don’t have an overview of the
entire cabinet contents. Quite often you will find that you have to bend or stretch to
locate the items you are looking for. It is not uncommon to find yourself having to
remove some of the contents at the front in order to get at the items at the back.
Drawers and pull-outs, on the other hand, enable you to see what you want easily and
get your hands on it quickly and in comfort.

4.

Selecting fully extending drawers
Fully extending ("full extension") drawers and pull-outs offer an added bonus with
regards to comfort. In contrast to normal 2/3rd extending ("single extension") drawers
they have a significant advantage: allowing you to see and access items all the way
to the back.
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How much storage space do you need?

What is storage space
anyway?

More room for ergonomics
and comfort

Simply put, storage space is the

On average, 360 individual operations

During many of these activities, sto-

available space to be used to store

occur each day in the kitchen. These

rage items need to be accessed. With

different kinds of items needed in the

include; simple movements – such as

this in mind, storage items must be

kitchen.

removing a potato peeler from the

placed in the proper kitchen zones so

These items include dishes, cutlery,

drawer, work operations – such as

that they can be accessed as quickly

work utensils, pots and pans, as well

peeling the potato, and journeys

and easily as possible.

as spices, provisions and refrigerated

within the kitchen – for example; ta-

foodstuffs, among others. The stora-

king the potato peelings over to the

ge space requirement depends upon

bin. Over 20 years this amounts to

cooking and shopping habits, house-

approx. 2.6 million activities of this

hold size and lifestyle.

kind (from simple through to complex
movements). If, for each of these activities, some care is taken to reduce
the travelling distances and time needed, then in the long run this would
make a huge difference.
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Kitchens deserve a closer look
More space and
higher quality

Organising storage space

Nowadays, nearly every business

DYNAMIC SPACE improves storage

DYNAMIC SPACE also covers:

workstation is optimised so that

space utilisation – improving, among

Internal organisation – If stored items

time and costs are saved. Unfor-

other things, both ergonomics and

are organised then finding and ac-

tunately, the data regarding jour-

access. For example, more usable

cessing them becomes easier and

neys and work operations occur-

space is gained when using higher

quicker. The versatile ORGA-LINE

ring in kitchens is often not taken

back and side walls in pull-outs.

inner dividing system makes drawers

seriously enough when conside-

There are also „smarter“ storage spa-

and pull-outs perfect locations to

ring optimisation potential.

ce solutions available for corner and

store items.

larder units.

The inner dividing system is flexible:

On top of this full extension provides

Cross and lateral dividers as well as

total access and an unhindered view

containers made from dishwasher-

of contents throughout.

safe stainless steel can be removed
and rearranged as needed.
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Which kitchen zones should you plan?

The "Frankfurt Kitchen" developed

Consumables

Non-consumables

by the Viennese architect Margarete

This kitchen zone contains

This kitchen zone is used

Schütte-Lihotzky in 1920 was the first

typical foodstuffs such as

to take into account work journeys

rice, tinned goods, pasta as well as

and movement flows. This work-

refrigerated food.

saving kitchen lay-out became the
standard in Europe and the US after
the Second World War. The DYNAMIC
SPACE model containing work zones
builds upon the "Frankfurt Kitchen"
idea and is based on five zones.
The following will provide you with
information on the important aspects
that go into planning DYNAMIC
SPACE kitchen zones.
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to store items such as
dishes, glasses, cutlery.

Cleaning

Preparation

Cooking

This "wet zone" contains

This zone is the main

This kitchen zone inclu-

storage areas, a place for

work area of the kitchen.

des the hob, oven, stea-

a waste collector as well as house-

This is where most of the prepa-

mer, microwave, extractor fan, pots,

hold cleaners and utensils along with

ration work is done. Kitchen utensils,

pans, cooking utensils and baking

the sink and dishwasher.

electrical appliances, spices as well

trays.

as many other items need to be kept
close to the work area.

Another important aspect to planning
Everything that you see in this guide regarding the planning of kitchen zones and storage space requirements
can be applied to your own new kitchen online in a few simple steps using the Blum Zone Planner. You can
do it yourself or you can work in conjunction with your kitchen planner.
www.dynamicspace.com
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Kitchen types
What is the ideal
kitchen lay-out?
Kitchens are planned in different lay-

The U kitchen is best suited for opti-

optimised using DYNAMIC SPACE –

outs. Simple kitchen lay-outs include

mal path routes in the kitchen

but if you have the room, it is better to

the Single run in-line kitchen, the

followed by the Island kitchen. The

choose either a U, Island or G form.

L kitchen and the galley kitchen. More

distances between the individual zo-

complex forms (providing more op-

nes in these kitchen layouts are the

tions) include the G, Island and U

shortest. However, that doesn't mean

kitchens.

that the in-line kitchen can not be

U kitchen

Island kitchen

G kitchen

Galley kitchen

L kitchen

In-line kitchen

Recommended ergonomic
storage levels for storage items
In general, frequently-used items

Infrequently-used items end up on

should be stored in easy-to-reach

the top level of wall cabinets and at

pull-outs near work areas as well as

the bottom level of base cabinets.

on the first level above the worktop.

This also saves time during daily

Items used less frequently often can

kitchen work.

be stored above and below this area.
Frequently-used items
Less frequently-used items
Infrequently-used items
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Fewer journeys in the kitchen
Welcome to the time
and energy savings zone
There are over 100 kitchen zone

This also amounts to thousands of

However, it wasn’t just distances that

movements per day in an average

kilometres back and forth, innume-

were shortened, work times were also

4-person household kitchen.

rable knee bends and millions of

significantly reduced.

30 journeys leading to and from the

small movements.

The amount of kitchen work time in

table. 50 activities carried out in the

Blum carried out a study comparing

a DYNAMIC SPACE kitchen was me-

kitchen zones. Different devices used

traditionally planned kitchens using

rely 1 hour and 40 minutes per day as

30 times. Doors, drawers and pull-

the so-called Thread Study with those

opposed to 2 hours in other kitchens.

outs are opened and closed over 80

planned in accordance with DYNAMIC

It is also possible to save a further 10

times. You don’t have to be an ex-

SPACE criteria. The results showed

minutes a day by using pull-outs in

pert to figure out that this amounts to

that journeys in DYNAMIC SPACE

base cabinets instead of shelves.

thousands of hours of work throu-

kitchens were significantly shorter. As

This amounts to a half an hour of

ghout the life of a kitchen.

illustrated in the example below,

saved time per day.

some of these were up to 20%
shorter.

With a DYNAMIC SPACE planned kitchen:
210 m per day, approx. 1530 km over
20 years
Savings: 397 km (20 %)

Kitchen with mixed kitchen zones:
264 m per day, approx. 1927 km over 20
years

Small checklist
for your kitchen planning
The following checklist should pro-

Determine your own personal sto-

Plan your storage items in ergo-

vide a good starting point when

rage space requirements.

nomically correct levels.

meeting with your kitchen planner. It

Plan in kitchen zones.

Make sure that storage items are

will also help to make sure that not-

Make sure that the organisation

well organised using inner divi-

hing important is left out when dis-

of the kitchen zones meets your

ders.

cussing your requirements.

needs (e.g. right/left-handed).

Avoid shelves in the base cabi-

Decide on cabinets that are spe-

nets.

cially equipped for specific storage

Adjust work heights to your height.

items.

Make sure that built-in appliances

Select pull-outs with high backs

are planned at heights that are

and closed side walls.

comfortable for you.
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"Consumable" zone

>

The Blum larder unit

Although the "Consumables" kitchen

Tall ergonomic larder unit with ad-

zone plays an important role in the

justable inner dividing system.

kitchen, it often doesn’t get the attention that it deserves during planning. Studies show that many kitchen
buyers wished, in retrospect, that
they had more space for storing provisions.

What kind
of consumables?

DYNAMIC SPACE larder
units

The "Consumables" zone is used

Bread

Blum has developed certain appli-

to store foodstuffs. These are items

Coffee, tea, cocoa

cations especially for the „Consum-

that are used for cooking and baking

Cereals

ables“ zone which strictly adhere to

which then must be replenished. The-

Tinned goods

DYNAMIC SPACE criteria. These

se include both chilled and unchilled

Pasta, rice etc.

include, e.g. tall cabinets which in-

foodstuffs. That’s why both the refri-

Ready-to-eat products

crease storage space volume and

gerator and freezer cabinets are a

Sugar, flour, dried fruit etc.

which are more ergonomic for the

fixed part of this zone. Open packa-

Refrigerated food

user. Their runner systems are so

ges usually belong in the "Prepa-

(in refrigerator and freezer

smooth that even with heavy loads,

ration" zone.

cabinet)

they move effortlessly.

Snacks

Inner pull-outs have their advantages
Cabinets with inner pull-outs significantly increase ease-of-use in
this kitchen zone.
Cabinet doors open with a feather
light touch. Pull-outs open easily – no
straining.
Since inner pull-outs always provide
an excellent overview of your provisions, you are able to use them up
more efficiently and quickly see when
something is missing and needs to be
replaced.
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"Non-consumables" zone

>

The ORGA-LINE plate holder

The "Non-consumables" zone is the

Considering this volume, the lay-

largest work zone in the kitchen. On

outs for wall and base cabinets are

it's own this zone holds one third of

especially important.

all storage items.
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What is stored in this
zone?

The significance of the
"Non-consumables" zone

The "Non-consumables" zone is

Cutlery

Twenty percent of all zone move-

used to store items that are used

Dishes

ments take place between the "Non-

on a daily basis. It is mainly used for

Tea sets

consumables" and "Cleaning" kitchen

kitchen utensils, cutlery, dishes and

Glasses, dessert bowls

zones. This is largely due to the fre-

glasses.

Plastic containers

quent emptying of the dishwasher.

For ergonomic reasons, it may even

Odds and ends

That’s why it is important to make sure

make more sense to store often-used

Seldom used small

that the zones are properly arranged

dishes in the pull-outs of the lower

electric appliances

and that the available storage space

cabinets instead of the top cabinet.

is being used properly.

CLIP top hinge for top cabinets
The wide opening angle of these
hinges enable unhindered access to
the cabinet’s interior and is certainly
the clear winner over hinges with a
smaller opening angle.
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"Cleaning" zone

>

The Blum sink drawer or pull-out

The "Cleaning" zone is one of the

Everything required for dishwas-

most important zones because it

hing can be easily stored in this pull-

gets intensive use every day. That’s

out under the sink – always within

why care must be taken when plan-

easy reach.

ning the "wet and waste disposal
areas" of the kitchen.
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What is in
this zone?

Ideas for the
sink cabinet

The sink (with fittings) and the sink

Waste

Using pull-outs under the sink, you

cabinet, as well as the dish-washer

Cleaning utensils

can make more efficient use of

are located in the centre of the "wet

Household cleaners

valuable kitchen storage space.

zone."

Detergent

By using ORGA-LINE inner dividing

The waste storage/separation and

Rubbish bags

system, you can optimise the organi-

cleaning materials are also housed

Tea towels

sation of your pull-outs. The bottom

here.

Paper and plastic bags

pull-out is perfectly suited for waste
storage/separation.

Significant increase in storage space
The sink base cabinet is an excellent example of a creative DYNAMIC
SPACE application. This solution uses
space directly below the sink for storage. Space that is otherwise wasted.
A perfect place to put household cleaners and cleaning utensils.

One of the most frequently accessed
cabinets in the kitchen is the one in
which the waste bin is fitted and therefore the pull-out mechanism must
be of the very best quality.
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"Preparation" zone

>

The Blum corner – access even into the deepest corner
Food preparation for cooking or

Cutting, peeling, mixing, stirring –

baking involves very different acti-

all of these different activities take

vities.

place in this zone.
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What is important for
the "Preparation" zone?

The most
important work area

This zone is a pivotal point in the

Kitchen utensils

The "Preparation" zone contains the

kitchen. All food for cooking or

Work aids

main work areas of the kitchen. The

baking is prepared here. It is also

Different kinds of small electric

work areas between the sink and

where small kitchen appliances are

appliances

oven should be properly sized and

stored and used. From here, dirty

Cutting boards

well lit. Blum recommends a minimum

kitchen utensils go directly into the

Vinegar, oil, sauces, etc.

width of 90 cm.

dishwasher and perishable items go

Spices

back into the refrigerator. Pantry

Mixing bowels

items that have been opened or are

Food processors

often used are also stored here.

Scales
Plastic containers (filled)

ORGA-LINE
Bottles and cutting boards of all kinds
are stored securely and at the ready in
the Blum bottle pull-out. The diagonal
divider system provides a secure hold
and easy access.
The stainless steel drip tray makes
cleaning child's play.
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"Cooking" zone

>

The Blum pots & pans pull-out

Many electric appliances are used

Cooking utensils that are used on a

in this zone. When selecting these

regular basis are best kept near the

devices, consider your wants and

hob.

needs.
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What does the "Cooking"
zone look like?
This is certainly the heart of every

Cooking utensils

kitchen – arranged around the hob,

Pans

oven, microwave and extractor.

Cooking pots

This area houses items such as

Special hob/oven pans

cooking and baking utensils, pots,

Baking trays and racks

pans, as well as cookbooks.

Baking tins and foil
Baking utensils and baking
ingredients
Oven gloves
Cookbooks
Operating instructions

ORGA-LINE
The right lid for the desired pot? The
cross dividers at the back of the pots
& pans pull-out provide organisation
and overview.
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More function,
design and emotional appeal
Full extensions
for overview and access
Let yourself be inspired by a kit-

The advantage that full extensions

chen that offers more comfort,

have over single extensions is that

design and appeal.

drawers, pull-outs and inner pull-outs
can be fully extended beyond the
cabinet.
This means that you have a complete
view of all items in the pull-out making
them easily accessible.
And depending on the runner, full
extensions can hold up to 80 kg. They
are also easy to operate thanks to
TANDEM's stability and light running
action.

BLUMOTION: Perfect
movement, silent and
effortless
Doors, drawers and pull-outs now

The innovative BLUMOTION function

BLUMOTION is also available for

operate with significantly more

guarantees consistent closings that

doors – you can now close your wall

comfort.

are silent and effortless.

cabinet doors in silence and with

It doesn’t matter what force is used to

ease. You can experience this kind of

close the drawer or pull-out or whet-

comfort every day.

her it is full or empty. It’s all the same.
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Everything that you need
at a glance
Organisation is half the battle. You

You can organise almost anything

can easily customise your drawers

using ORGA-LINE: Storage for cut-

and pull-outs using the adjustable

lery, kitchen utensils, odds and ends,

ORGA-LINE organisational system. It

supplies and plastic containers, as

comes with high-quality containers as

well as pots, plates and bottles. It’s so

well as lateral and cross dividers.

easy you will be the envy of everyone

They are easy to maintain and even

who knows you.

dish-washer-safe.

How you can create even
more space
Pull-outs can be equipped so that

This is good for pots and larder units

more items can be put into them. This

where items are sometimes stacked

is done using full extensions, higher

upon each other. This enables you to

back walls as well as closed side

gain as much as 55% more usable

walls. This prevents items from falling

storage space per pull-out.

out and bulky items such as pot lids
from protruding through the sides.
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